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Abstract 
The traditional route for most independent software or hardware 
vendors (ISVs) to differentiate their application functionality is to build 
or acquire functionality and then integrate it tightly into their own 
offerings. However, over time, this approach leads to substantial 
complexity and brittleness as customer requirements and business 
objectives change. 
 
The introduction of Web Services and Service-Oriented Architecture 
(SOA) offers ISVs a new opportunity to add functionality to their offerings 
without having to build or acquire that technology and then go through a 
painful technology merging process. The ability to consume third-party 
Services that other vendors provide is a new capability that ISVs should 
explore as they continue to seek differentiation for their offerings. In this 
ZapNote, we explore the idea of embedding third-party Services within 
ISV offerings and how to do so without adding to their complexity. 
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The Need for Third-Party Web Services 

One of the oft-touted benefits of Web Services, especially ones that are part of a Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA), is that companies can build and deploy them once, and then 
reuse them multiple times without having to make frequent changes, even as business 
requirements change. The key to making this magic happen is the use of metadata as a 
means to abstract underlying capability as well as standards-based interfaces and ubiquitous 
Internet protocols that enable disparate, heterogeneous systems to compose application 
functionality out of discrete Services. Another benefit of SOA is that organizations can 
compose arbitrarily complex business processes and enterprise applications out of finer-
grained Services that may or may not even reside within the walls of their organization. If SOA 
offers such dramatic benefits to the enterprise, surely it provides even greater benefit to 
independent software vendors (ISVs), who must continue to innovate ahead of changing 
business demand. 

The state of today’s software product development is challenging indeed. Companies who 
have software products to sell must contend with an increasingly complex set of capabilities 
and functions, security and privacy issues, as well as the integration of disparate product sets 
and parts picked up through incremental software development and/or acquisition of third-
party solutions. On top of it all, ISVs must make sure their products can easily integrate with 
their customers’ applications and business processes without requiring significant, painful 
customization costs and ongoing maintenance. It’s no wonder that ISVs are turning to loosely-
coupled Web Services to innovate and maintain their complex products. 

One attractive mechanism for adding new capabilities to existing products comes through the 
consumption of third-party Web Services. Traditionally, third-party software developers 
provided components and objects that software companies could purchase and then embed 
in their products. However, this process only added to the complexity of the overall software 
application. Rather than selling  objects that customers must then integrate into the product, 
third-party Web Services providers simply provide access to Service interfaces that third-party 
organizations host and manage, taking care of all maintenance, reliability, security, and 
interoperability issues. By leveraging third-party Web Services capabilities, ISVs are able to 
add new functionality quickly without having to worry about carrying all the underlying 
infrastructure and maintenance baggage that traditional software suffers from. 

However, adding third-party Web Services capabilities is far from a simple concern. First, an 
ISV might incorporate dozens, if not hundreds of such Services, and managing the 
relationships with all the relevant parties is a significant concern. Second, even though Web 
Services provide some standardization for Service access and discovery, there are still 
significant differences between individual Web Service implementations, and as such, ISVs 
must contend with managing the differences between Service implementations. Finally, ISVs 
must resolve billing issues to make sure that their customers comply with the third-party Web 
Service provider requirements. All these challenges add up to a potential headache that can 
outweigh the decision to use third-party Services at all.  

Introducing the StrikeIron Marketplace API 

Fortunately, StrikeIron has set their sites squarely on the issue of third-party Web Service 
consumption and aims to reduce the complexity involved in consuming Web Services. The 
company’s StrikeIron Marketplace API provides ISVs with the ability to add specific 
capabilities to their products, such as lead/address cleansing, data enhancement, and other 
third-party functionality through offering a library of dozens of available Web Services, as well 
as providing general-purpose Web Service functionality to ISVs who want a way to 
continuously evolve their products. 
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StrikeIron provides solutions that simplify Web Services commercialization and offers trusted, 
reliable Web services for access to real–time external data and functionality. Their existing 
service is the StrikeIron Web Services Marketplace that gives customers access to hundreds 
of available Web Services for consumption. StrikeIron Web Services cover a wide spectrum of 
real–time data sources including financial data, company data, company and customer 
contact data and verification, and ecommerce. In addition to a single source and a single 
usage bill, utilization of these Web Services via the StrikeIron Marketplace provides a single 
User ID and a consistent, normalized mechanism for accessing multiple Web Services from 
multiple vendors. 

Adding to this capability is the Marketplace API that gives ISVs a way of programmatically 
adding capabilites to access the Web Services Marketplace and constituent Services within 
their products. The solution allows ISVs to provide additional on–demand capabilities for 
added value to their customers by leveraging a Web Services commercialization platform to 
take advantage of all the subscription, billing, accounting, and tracking for micro–transaction 
usage of third-party Web Services. A key benefit is thus easier management of Service 
consumption, including pricing, billing, collections, tracking, and reporting. Furthermore, the 
library of available Services grows consistently, giving ISVs increasing benefit through their 
participation in the Web Services Marketplace. The result is a consistent mechanism and 
interface for ISVs regardless of which Web Services they are integrating, extending multiple 
applications with a normalized interface to multiple Web Services from multiple publishers 
from a single source. 

In addition, all Web services published in the StrikeIron Marketplace provide advantages to 
users that individual Web Services providers don’t offer. For example, some of the enhanced 
features include single user sign-on capability for easier licensed access, the Web Services 
Knowledge Base for enhanced documentation and samples and an unregistered user trial 
capability requiring only an email address for the fastest and easiest way for customers to try 
a Web Service. StrikeIron publishes the Services in a real-time directory of all Services 
available in the Web Services Marketplace, including ISV-customized WSDL URLs for each 
Service. Registering and provisioning of Web Services usage and licensing is done entirely 
through the API, so a user never has to leave the ISV application to gain access to or increase 
access to any Web Service within the Web Services Marketplace. An “invoke thru” model 
compensates ISVs for every transaction that comes through their customized WSDL. These 
customized WSDLs provide usage tracking for individual Web Services across multiple ISV 
applications, enabling operational views into customer behavior usage for the ISV. 
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StrikeIron Products 
 

StrikeIron Availability: Now  
Overview:  

StrikeIron offers products and subscription-based online services that simplify the use 
and improve the productivity of Web Services. The company’s Web Services Marketplace 
allows anyone to locate, understand, and utilize existing Web Services for easier and 
faster access to information, integration with existing applications, and assembly of new 
applications. 
 
Product Details:  

The company’s product suite includes the following offerings: 
 StrikeIron Web Services Marketplace  – a portal for discovering and analyzing 

Web Services, as well as advanced tools and services for developing, hosting 
and integrating Web Services that provide data directly to applications. 

 StrikeIron Premium Services – Subscription-based Web Services that deliver live 
data and functionality over the Internet via XML. 

 StrikeIron Premium Web Services Analyzer – Point and click analysis and 
consumption information for Web Services. 

 StrikeIron OnDemand Services for Excel – Drag-and-drop integration of Web 
services directly into Microsoft Excel. 

 
Key Differentiators: 

 Online network for Service consumption 

 Availability of compelling, third-party, pay-as-you-go Services 

 Plug-in for consumption of Services within Microsoft Excel 

 

The ZapThink Take 

As ZapThink wrote in its ZapFlash “Getting Ready for the Web Services Tipping Point” 
(http://www.zapthink.com/report.html?id=ZAPFLASH-07212004), as companies increasingly 
develop Services within their enterprise or software products, an increased supply of Web 
Services leads to an increased demand that perpetuates the network effect of Service 
consumption. At this “tipping point.” the focus of attention shifts from producing Web Services 
to consuming them. The movement towards rich client technologies such as AJAX  as well as 
increased emphasis on Service policies, peer-to-peer Services, and Service contracts shows 
that we’re nearing that tipping point now. One side effect of that tipping point is that an 
increased supply of Services means increasing challenges in maintaining, securing, and 
managing the differences in implementations of these Services. More than one Service will 
provide essentially the same functionality, so Service providers will have to compete on 
feature sets, reliability, and value, and paying to use Web Services can become a reality.  

In the light of the maturation of the market, in order for enterprises and ISVs to make 
effective use of these increasingly powerful and diverse array of available Services, 
marketplaces and Service economies like StrikeIron’s will become increasingly important. 
ISVs looking to leverage third-party Services in their applications today or in their upcoming 
releases would be wise to consider leveraging third-party Service marketplaces. The changes 
to the marketplace that reaching the Web Services tipping point will herald will go far beyond 
simply having more Web Services. Rather, we must now consider how we can use all of these 
Services together without creating new layers of complexity.  
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StrikeIron Profile 
 

Profile: StrikeIron March 2006 
Funding:  

Aurora Funds, NC Idea 
CEO:  

Bob Brauer 
Employees:  

N/A 
Address: 

2520 Meridian Pkwy 
Suite 150 
Durham, NC 27713 USA 

URL:  
http://www.StrikeIron.com 

Main Phone:  
+1.919.405.7010 

Contact:  
info@strikeiron.com 
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About ZapThink, LLC 
 

ZapThink is an IT advisory and analysis firm that provides trusted advice and critical insight 
into the architectural and organizational changes brought about by the movement to XML, 
Web Services, and Service Orientation. We provide our three target audiences of IT vendors, 
service providers and end-users a clear roadmap for standards-based, loosely coupled 
distributed computing – a vision of IT meeting the needs of the agile business. 

ZapThink helps its customers in three ways: by helping companies understand IT products 
and services in the context of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) and the vision of Service 
Orientation, by providing guidance into emerging best practices for Web Services and SOA 
adoption, and by bringing together all our audiences into a network that provides business 
value and expertise to each member of the network.  

ZapThink provides market intelligence to IT vendors and professional services firms that offer 
XML and Web Services-based products and services in order to help them understand their 
competitive landscape, plan their product roadmaps, and communicate their value 
proposition to their customers within the context of Service Orientation.  

ZapThink provides guidance and expertise to professional services firms to help them grow 
and innovate their services as well as promote their capabilities to end-users and vendors 
looking to grow their businesses.  

ZapThink also provides implementation intelligence to IT users who are seeking guidance and 
clarity into the best practices for planning and implementing SOA, including how to assemble 
the available products and services into a coherent plan. 

ZapThink’s senior analysts are widely regarded as the “go to analysts” for XML, Web Services, 
and SOA by vendors, end-users, and the press. Respected for their candid, insightful opinions, 
they are in great demand as speakers, and have presented at conferences and industry 
events around the world. They are among the most quoted industry analysts in the IT industry. 

ZapThink was founded in October 2000 and is headquartered in Baltimore, Maryland. Its 
customers include Global 1000 firms and government organizations, as well as many 
emerging businesses. Its analysts have worked at such firms as IDC, marchFIRST, and 
ChannelWave, and have sat on the working group committees for standards bodies such as 
RosettaNet, UDDI, and ebXML. 

Call, email, or visit the ZapThink Web site to learn more about how ZapThink can help you to 
better understand how SOA will impact your business or organization. 
 
ZAPTHINK CONTACT: 
ZapThink, LLC 
108 Woodlawn Road 
Baltimore, MD 21210 
Phone: +1 (781) 207 0203 
Fax: +1 (786) 524 3186  
info@zapthink.com 
www.zapthink.com  
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